Analysis of naphthalene adduct binding sites in model proteins by tandem mass spectrometry
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Abstract

The electrophilic metabolites of the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon naphthalene have been shown to bind covalently to proteins and covalent adduct formation correlates with the cytotoxic effects of the chemical in the respiratory system. Although 1,2-naphthalene epoxide, naphthalene diol epoxide, 1,2-naphthoquinone, and 1,4-naphthoquinone have been identified as reactive metabolites of interest, the role of each metabolite in total covalent protein adduction and subsequent cytotoxicity remains to be established. To better understand the target residues associated with the reaction of these metabolites with proteins, mass spectrometry was used to identify adducted residues following (1) incubation of metabolites with actin and protein disulfide isomerase (PDI), and (2) activation of naphthalene in microsomal incubations containing supplemental actin or PDI. All four reactive metabolites bound to Cys, Lys or His residues in actin and PDI. Cy5-labeled actin was the only residue adducted by all metabolites; there was substantial metabolite selectivity for the majority of adducted residues. Modifications of actin and PDI, following microsomal incubations containing 14C-naphthalene, were detected readily by 2D gel electrophoresis and phosphor imaging. However, target modifications on tryptic peptides from these isolated proteins could not be readily detected by MALDI/TOF/TOF and only three modified peptides were detected using high resolution–selective ion monitoring (HR–SIM). All the reactive metabolites investigated have the potential to modify several residues in a single protein, but even in tissues with very high rates of naphthalene activation, the extent of modification was too low to allow unambiguous identification of a significant number of modified residues in the isolated proteins.

© 2012 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Although there is a reasonably well-populated database of proteins which have been shown to be covalently modified by a range of metabolically activated toxicants [1], as well as amino acids in proteins identified as targets of numerous reactive metabolites [2,3], there still remains a general lack of appreciation for the precise mechanisms by which these modifications subsequently lead to cytotoxic events in a cell. There have been several studies showing modifications of specific amino acids in a protein following direct addition of reactive metabolites to solutions of protein [2–4], however specific residues modified by reactive metabolites generated in a whole cell or an in vivo system have only been identified in a few instances [5–7]. This limited knowledge of reactive metabolite adduction onto proteins in cellular systems is, in part, due to mixture complexity as well as the generally small degree of modification resulting from the reactive metabolites. For example, previous in vivo studies with 1-nitronaphthalene, where the extent of adduction on proteins was detected by a combination of fluorescent protein staining and storage phosphor analysis showed that, with the vast majority of identified, adducted proteins, less than 1% of the protein was modified [8]. Thus, identification of critical sites on proteins for metabolically activated chemicals remains a challenge.

Much of the current insight regarding the importance of protein adduction in cytotoxicity comes from work on compounds where a single reactive metabolite is generated. In cases where multiple reactive metabolites are produced, the understanding of these processes is far more limited, as with naphthalene. Although 1,2-naphthalene epoxide (NPO), naphthalene diol epoxide (NDO), 1,2-naphthoquinone (1,2-NPQ), and 1,4-naphthoquinone (1,4-NPQ) have been identified as reactive metabolites of interest, the role of each in covalent protein adduction and subsequent cytotoxicity remains to be established. If the differences in these metabolites'
reactivities with residues translate into disparate effects on whether a particular adduct alters the functional properties of a protein critical to cellular homeostasis, then the overall metabolic disposition of this chemical and inter-individual differences in the enzymes responsible for controlling the formation of these metabolites could substantially influence susceptibility to exposure to compounds like naphthalene.

To determine whether there were differences in residues adducted by the four reactive metabolites of naphthalene, the metabolites were added directly to target proteins, actin, and protein disulfide isomerase (PDI), at pH 7.4 (hereafter referred to as synthetic incubations). Actin and PDI have previously been shown to be adducted by naphthalene metabolites in several systems [9,10] and both are abundant in cysteine, lysine, and histidine residues. In addition, both proteins are well-known targets for other metabolically activated chemicals [5,11–16]. To gain additional insight into the biological distribution of metabolites bound to the amino acid residues, adducts were also generated by the activation of naphthalene using microsomes from target and non-target tissues.

The amino acid targets from both the synthetic and microsomal incubations were analyzed by mass spectrometry following trypsin digestion. Fourteen adducted peptides were observed on actin and twelve on PDI following incubation with naphthalene metabolites. All four metabolites produced adducts with cysteine and lysine, but histidine was shown to be targeted only by 1,2-NPQ and 1,2-Naphthoquinone. Adducts on actin and PDI were detected as radioactive14C-but histidine was shown to be targeted only by 1,2-NPQ and All four metabolites produced adducts with cysteine and lysine, twelve on PDI following incubation with naphthalene metabolites.

2. Materials & methods

2.1. Reagents

1,2-Naphthoquinone, 1,4-naphthoquinone, PDI (from bovine liver), iodoacetamide, and Orange G-II dye were purchased from Sigma–Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). Actin was purchased from Cytoskeleton (Denver, CO). Bradford protein assay solution and Cytoskeleton (Denver, CO). Bradford protein assay solution and PDI were added to target proteins, actin, and protein disulfide isomerase (PDI), at pH 7.4 (hereafter referred to as synthetic incubations). Actin and PDI have previously been shown to be adducted by naphthalene metabolites in several systems [9,10] and both are abundant in cysteine, lysine, and histidine residues. In addition, both proteins are well-known targets for other metabolically activated chemicals [5,11–16]. To gain additional insight into the biological distribution of metabolites bound to the amino acid residues, adducts were also generated by the activation of naphthalene using microsomes from target and non-target tissues.

2.2. Animals

Animal studies were conducted under protocols approved by the University of California–Davis Animal Use and Care Committee. Male Swiss-Webster mice (25–30 g) and Sprague-Dawley rats (150–200 g) were purchased from Harlan (San Diego, CA). Animals were housed in a HEPA filtered isolator rack in an AAALAC-accredited facility for 1 week before use. Food and water were provided ad libitum.

2.3. Synthetic incubations

2.3.1. Synthesis of naphthalene epoxides

Naphthalene 1,2-epoxide and naphthalene 1,2-dihydro-1,2-dihydroxy-3,4-epoxide (NDO) were synthesized using methods published by Yagi and Jerina [17] and Horning et al. [18], respectively. Both products yielded white crystals upon recrystallization. Naphthalene oxide was shown to be free of contamination with 1-naphtol (the primary degradation product) by the absence of a UV peak at 309 nm. NMR of naphthalene diol epoxide in CD3CN yielded signals identical to those reported previously [18]. Products were dissolved in 99.5% ethanol/0.5% triethylamine (epoxide) or ethanol (diol epoxide) and stored at −80 °C.

2.3.2. Chemical preparation of metabolite-protein adducts

Approximately 10 μmoles of each metabolite, in ethanol (epoxides) or DMSO (quinones), were added to a solution of protein (1 mg/ml) in 0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.4, argon sparged) and the mixture was incubated in a sealed vial. The total volume of each actin incubation was 1 mL. Metabolites were in 500-fold molar excess to actin based on amount of protein and approximately 14-fold molar excess based on adduction sites (C, K, and H). The total volume of each PDI incubation was 0.5 mL. Metabolites were in 500-fold molar excess to PDI based on amount of protein and approximately 7-fold molar excess based on potential sites. Following metabolite addition to the vial, the sample was stirred on a vortex mixer for 15 s and then mixed by continuous inversion for 1 h at room temperature. pH was measured at the beginning and the end of the incubation and remained constant. For control incubations, the metabolite was omitted. Reactions were stopped by adding 10 μl formic acid (FA).

2.3.3. In-solution digest

Protein samples were denatured in 4 mM DTT at 65 °C prior to trypsin digest at 37 °C overnight in a Gene Amp PCR System 2400 (Perkin Elmer, MA). Digests were quenched by adding 0.1% FA. Samples were dried in a vacuum centrifuge, reconstituted in 0.1% FA, and stored at -20 °C prior to MS analysis.

2.3.4. Protein identification by LC–MS/MS

Tryptic digests from the synthetic incubations were analyzed with a LTQ Orbitrap XL (Thermo Fisher, San Jose, CA) operated in positive mode with the IonMax electrospray ionization source and N2 collision gas. Compounds were separated by HPLC using a 1 × 50 mm Waters Symmetry C18 column. Mobile phase A was 0.1% FA/H2O and mobile phase B was 0.1% FA/acetonitrile (ACN); initial gradient conditions were 95% A and 5% B at flow rate of 200 μL/min. The gradient was increased linearly from 5% B to 50% B over 25 min, increased to 100% B over the next 3 min, then returned to initial conditions the last 3 min. The HPLC effluent was monitored in FT mode in m/z 200 to 2000 range with a spray voltage of 5.00 kV, capillary temperature of 250 °C, and capillary voltage of 49 V. Collision induced dissociation was used to fragment [M + H]+ ions with 35% normalized collision energy. The resolving power was 30,000 for full scan MS and MS/MS events. Calibration was performed with a Cal mix of caffeine, MRFA, and Ultramark, and yielded mass accuracies of 5 ppm or better.

2.4. Microsomal incubations

2.4.1. Collection of mouse and rat tissue

Rodents were killed with an overdose of pentobarbital administered i.p. Mouse livers were removed and rinsed in ice-cold buffer. For rat nasal compartments, the head of each rodent was removed from the carcass, the lower jaw and skin were removed, the head...
was split along the medial suture, and the nasal olfactory epitelium was removed by careful dissection [19].

2.4.2. Microsomal preparation and incubation

Nasal tissue and livers were homogenized in four volumes of pH 7.4 homogenization buffer consisting of 20 mM Tris, 150 mM KCl, 0.2 mM sodium EDTA, 0.5 mM dithiothreitol, and 15% glycerol at 4 °C with glass homogenizers. Washed microsomal pellets were prepared by differential ultracentrifugation as described previously [20]. Final microsomal pellets were resuspended in 0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.4). Protein concentration was determined using the Bradford method with BSA as the standard.

All microsomal incubations were performed in triplicate (i.e., three radiolabeled and three non-labeled). Incubations were prepared on ice using 0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) and were divided into three radiolabeled and three non-labeled. Incubations were pre-

pared and rehydrated according to established protocols [22]. Proteins were separated from the pellet and both were stored at −80 °C.

2.4.3. Separation and identification of adducted proteins

Methods for separation, localization, and identification of adducted proteins were described in detail previously [21]. Briefly, pelleted samples were not pooled and separate gels were run for each with 14C-labeled (for imaging) and unlabeled (for identification) naphthalene. Pelleted samples were solubilized and proteins were resolved by 2-DE on 18-cm IPI strips, pI 4–7. Following 2-DE, gels from incubations with non-labeled naphthalene were fixed (10% acetic acid, 40% methanol, and 50% H2O); gels from incubations with [14C]–naphthalene (106,000 DPM/nmole), microsomes (400 µg), and corresponding non-labeled gels to guide gel spot selection for excision.

Gels containing non-labeled samples were silver stained and imaged on a 16-bit gray scale scanner. From silver-stained gels, proteins were excised using the Typhoon 8600 Variable Mode Scanner (GE) in a lead-shielded container to assess the location of radioactivity. The HPLC effluent was monitored for positive ionization, a spray voltage of 5.00 kV, a capillary temperature of 250 °C, and a capillary voltage of 49 V. The resolving power was 60,000 for the SIM–MS.

3. Results

3.1. Adduction sites of naphthalene reactive metabolites on actin

Actin was reacted in vitro with four naphthalene metabolites: NPO, NDO, 1,2-NPQ, and 1,4-NPQ. A mapping scheme of observed actin adducts is shown in Fig. 1 and the adducted actin peptides are summarized in Table 1. After each LC/MS run, MS/MS spectra were analyzed with Mascot for automated detection of metabolite modification. Matches were then manually validated by examining the MS/MS. For example, Fig. 2 shows the CID spectrum of a [M + H]2+ at 1033 representing an actin tryptic peptide (−) MEEIAALVIDNGSGMCK adducted on Cys17 by 1,4-NPQ. The presence of a singly charged modified b17 (m/z 1921.8082) and singly charged modified y ions (y2, y7, and y9−y11) in the CID spectrum confirmed cysteine adduction. It should be noted there were four cases (° in Table 1) where an adducted peptide was observed with appropriate ion scores (individual ions scores >30 indicate identity or extensive homology (p < 0.05)), but there was not sufficient manual validation of the MS/MS to confirm adduction. For actin, there were nine adducted tryptic peptides and 14 modified sites detected. Two of the six cysteines (33%) in actin had detectable modifications: Cys17 was the only amino acid observed to be adducted by all four metabolites; Cys272 modification was only detected with 1,2-NPQ. Two adjacent histidines (out of 9; 22.2%) and six lysines (out of 19, 31.8%) were adducted with Lys50 adducted by both quinones and the diol epoxide. Lys50 and Lys191 formed adducts with naphthalene epoxide, but not with diol epoxide. Some selectivity was also observed with the 1,2- and 1,4-NPQ adducts: they did not inclusively adduct the same sequences. In addition, 1,2-NPQ formed the only diadduct (when a metabolite
adducts onto the same peptide twice, regardless of the modification site) on adjacent histidines on IWHHTFYNELR.

3.2. Adduction sites of reactive naphthalene metabolites on PDI

Six cysteines, 10 histidines and 49 lysines were potential targets for reactive naphthalene metabolites on PDI. Incubations of PDI with each of the metabolites in vitro yielded nine distinct adducted tryptic peptides (Table 2, Fig. 3) and 12 observed adductions. The CID spectrum of a tryptic PDI peptide at [M + H]⁺ of m/z 1006 (IL-FIFIDSDHTDNQR) adducted by NDO is shown in Fig. 4. Like the modified actin sequence, site modification of the PDI peptide was confirmed from the y- and b-ion series in the MS/MS spectra. Two adducts (⁄ in Table 2) could not be manually validated by MS/MS because the ions observed did not show inclusive fragmentation patterns for the metabolite modifier on the appropriate y- and b-ions. NDO formed adducts on Cys55, Lys164 (also adducted by NPO), and His258 (also adducted by 1,2-NPQ). With the exception of Cys345, 1,2-NPQ and 1,4-NPQ did not adduct any of the same sites. Adduct formation appeared to be selective with no clear relationship between the metabolites.

Identified modified amino acid sites in actin and PDI are listed in Table 3.

3.3. Microsomally generated metabolites, trapping with model proteins

To determine whether the spectrum of metabolites bound covalently to residues in actin and PDI was dependent on the source of metabolites, incubations of model protein and microsomes from target (rat nose) and non-target tissues (mouse liver) were conducted. Half of the incubations contained 14C-naphthalene to assist in localizing adducted proteins of interest on storage phosphor screens. There was minimal inter-gel or inter-blot variation (Fig. 5). Actin and PDI adducts were readily detected in control microsomal incubations without addition of exogenous actin or PDI (Fig 5A, storage phosphor images). Furthermore, the addition of actin (Fig 5B) or PDI (Fig 5C) markedly increased the amounts of adducted proteins detected by storage phosphor analysis, especially in incubations with the rat olfactory epithelial microsomes.

Actin or PDI recovered from 2D gels of extracts of microsomal incubations were digested with trypsin and samples were applied to MALDI plates for detection of modified peptides. However, MS and MS/MS data from MALDI-TOF/TOF failed to yield signals consistent with those observed with the synthetic incubations. Peptide signals appropriate for unmodified actin peptide ions were prominent in the MS of the microsomal incubations as compared to the synthetic incubations, where the relative ratios of modified versus unmodified for actin peptides like MEEEIAALVIDNGSGMCK or HQGVMVGMGQK were approximately 4:1 or 3:1, respectively (not shown). Signals for metabolite-modified actin peptides were not detected. Similar observations were made with PDI; modified versus unmodified peptide ions ranged from 5:1 to 3:1 in the synthetic incubations for the observed adducts, but modified ions could not be detected in the microsomal incubations. Although specific modified binding sites from the microsomal incubations could not be detected with MALDI-TOF/TOF, the studies confirmed

![Fig. 1. Mapping of actin adduction sites by reactive metabolites of naphthalene. Observed binding sites are underlined and in bold. Amino acid sites of trypsin cleavage are denoted by $].

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actin observed adducted peptides by reactive metabolites of naphthalene</th>
<th>Predicted adducted mass</th>
<th>Charge</th>
<th>Observed mass</th>
<th>Modifier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peptide order</td>
<td>Sequence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–18</td>
<td>MESEEALVIDNGSGMCK</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1026.9643</td>
<td>NPO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–18</td>
<td>MESEEALVIDNGSGMCK</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1043.9679</td>
<td>NDO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–18</td>
<td>MESEEALVIDNGSGMCK</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1033.9598</td>
<td>1,2NPQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–18</td>
<td>MESEEALVIDNGSGMCK</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1033.9521</td>
<td>1,4NPQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40–50</td>
<td>HGQVGMGQK</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>674.8164</td>
<td>NDO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40–50</td>
<td>HGQVGMGQK</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>664.7988</td>
<td>1,2NPQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40–50</td>
<td>HGQVGMGQK</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>664.7953</td>
<td>1,4NPQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63–68</td>
<td>GILTK</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>802.4601</td>
<td>1,4NPQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85–95</td>
<td>IWHHTFYNELR</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>836.8874</td>
<td>1,2NPQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96–113</td>
<td>VAEPELHVLTEAPLNPK</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1066.0590</td>
<td>NDO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>182–196</td>
<td>DLTDYLMULTER*</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>877.4465</td>
<td>NPO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210–214</td>
<td>DIPEK</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>790.3892</td>
<td>1,4NPQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>257–283</td>
<td>CPEALQPSLGMESCGHETFNSIMK*</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1091.8143</td>
<td>1,2NPQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>328–335</td>
<td>HGIAPPERS</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>590.3488</td>
<td>NPO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
previous observations that actin and PDI are targets of naphthalene metabolites and contain numerous sites for covalent binding. Actin and PDI recovered from microsomal incubations were also analyzed by SIM to probe the formation of the 26 previously detected adducted sites in a biological setting. HPLC/MS parameters similar to the synthetic incubations were used. Two modified trypptic peptides were detected in both actin microsomal incubations: IKIIAPPER (NPO) and VAPEEHPVLLTEAPLNPK (NDO) and confirmed by MS/MS. A single NPO adduct on MLSRALLCLALAWAAR was observed from the hepatic microsomal incubations with PDI; however, modified PDI peptides were not detected in the olfactory epithelial incubations.

4. Discussion

4.1. Key factors in the mechanism of reactive metabolite-mediated toxicity

A thorough understanding of the mechanisms by which reactive metabolites generated in target cells lead to a loss of cellular homeostasis depends upon an appreciation of which metabolite modifications lead to altered protein structure/function and in instances where multiple reactive metabolites may be involved, insight on the roles of each in the overall modification of critical sites of key proteins. One of the first steps in assessing which
Electrophilic protein interactions are critical to events leading to cellular necrosis involves understanding which amino acids are targets, which metabolites are involved, and whether such interactions result in a decrement of function. The present studies used a straightforward approach to evaluate such covalent modification by investigating the conjugation of actin and PDI with naphthalene metabolites.

4.2. Functional importance of adduct formation with actin and PDI

One of the first signs of injury related to naphthalene exposure involves swelling and vacuolization of Clara cells in the airway epithelium [23]. This is consistent with changes noted in actin fiber morphology in naphthalene-treated mice where Alexa-labeled phalloidin was used to visualize actin filaments; irregular fiber structure and the appearance of frayed actin filaments were observed by confocal microscopy 3 or 6 h following naphthalene treatment [24]. Posttranslational modification of actin has been suggested as a key event in membrane blebbing associated with redox cycling quinones; however, the key amino acids involved in controlling the polymerization/dem polymerization of this cytoskeletal protein were not identified [25]. Later work showed Cys374 as a binding site for aldehyde decomposition products such as 4-hydroxynonenal and acrolein [26,27], but modification of this site...
by either aldehyde did not appear to influence actin polymerization. Rather, at very high aldehyde to actin ratios (20:1, 50:1), additional amino acids are modified including His87 which appeared to be an important factor in slowing actin polymerization. In the current studies, His87 was modified by 1,2-NPQ but modification by other reactive metabolites was not detected.

Likewise, Cys57 in rat PDI (analogous to Cys55 in the current work) is adducted by 4-hydroxynonenal and, at high aldehyde to protein ratios, this modification significantly decreases the catalytic activity of PDI [28]. This cysteine is one of two in PDI involved in the thioredoxin-like catalytic sites (–CGHC–), one located near the N-(Cys55) and the other near the C-terminus (Cys399). These catalytic sites form the active sites of the oxidoreductase and when the cysteines form a disulfide-bond, PDI can function as an oxidase for protein thiols emerging in the ER lumen [29,30]. Studies with rat recombinant PDI showed that, in incubations with the glutathione conjugate of 1,2-dichloroethane, a decrease in protein activity was reportedly due to modifications of either Cys57 and Cys581 [31]. Furthermore, in yeast PDI, it was shown that the N-terminal Cys of the two active site sequences of yeast PDI were found to be required for cell viability, but mutation of the C-terminal Cys was not lethal [32]. Thus, modification of this N-terminal active cysteine by the reactive metabolites of naphthalene may play a significant role in the functions of PDI as an oxidant of protein thiols.

4.3. Relative activities of naphthalene metabolites

In the synthetic incubations, NPO adducted fewer sites on either model protein than NDO or the quinones. These results were consistent with previous work showing fewer addsucts when NPO was incubated with model peptides in comparison with either NDO or NPQ (Pham et al., submitted). Most sites adducted by NPO in both actin and PDI were adjacent to neutral, nonpolar amino acids with little electron withdrawing effect: Lys191 and Lys328 of actin are flanked by methionine and isoleucine, and two isoleucines, respectively; Cys8 of PDI is flanked between two leucines. With little influence from neighboring amino acids, it seemed that these sites were more susceptible to adduct formation with the naphthalene epoxide. A few sequences modified by 1,2-NPQ were also adducted by 1,4-NPQ, consistent with their similar electrophilic properties.
The only diadducts observed in both proteins were formed with 1,2-NPQ. Although many amino acid sites adducted by the NPQs were surrounded by acidic or basic residues, the stronger electrophilicity of the naphthoquinones, in comparison to the epoxide, appeared to be sufficient to overcome the large energy transition necessary to adduct these residues.

In addition to metabolite reactivity, other factors like the microenvironment as well as protein structure are important in assessing adduct formation. For instance, only Cys317 of actin was adducted by all four metabolites. Furthermore, although adduction was interspersed across the actin sequence, adduction in the C-terminal region of PDI was noticeably absent, possibly attributable to the highly acidic C-terminal domain [13]. PDI also did not have adducted sites between positions 173–255 supporting speculation that adduction not only depends on the metabolite, but also on factors such as site nucleophilicity and/or protein conformation. NDO adduction on the Cys553 of PDI is particularly interesting because the cysteine is located in an active site and further investigation into the role of this modification is necessary.

There are several sites on the PDI sequence where lysines were adjacent to each other (132 and 133, 209 and 210, 310 and 311, 388 and 389, and 469 and 470), but only one adducted lysine of those pairs was detected: Lys132. It was possible other Lys residues were adducted, but that the extent of modification on these residues was not sufficient for detection or the adducted residues were not ionized in the MS source. Overall, adducted sites were only identified preceding a trypsin cleavage site or in the middle of a peptide sequence suggesting that (1) a covalent bond following a trypsin site may be labile enough to break during digest or that (2) the presence of an adduct may block the trypsin cleavage. We recognize the in vitro studies conducted here do not necessarily accurately mimic in vivo metabolite-protein interactions, but the studies do demonstrate reasonable target selectivity which likely reflects the effects of the environment and neighboring amino acids on the nucleophilicity of the residue [33–35].

4.4. Microsomal incubation and adduct formation with actin and PDI

Use of radiolabeled naphthalene in rat nasal and hepatic microsomal incubations confirmed the generation of adducts with both actin and PDI as indicated by co-localization of radioactive spots with both proteins on 2D gels (Fig. 5). However, the specific modified site and metabolite bound to tryptic peptides of actin or PDI recovered from the complementary 2D gels with unlabelled naphthalene could not be determined with MALDI/TOF/TOF. It is likely the inability to detect protein modifications in the microsomal incubations is related to the relatively smaller amounts of reactive metabolite generated as well as the partial microsomal metabolism of the reactive species to less reactive products. In such instances, only a very small amount of the same modified peptides may be present, resulting in a failure to observe the modified peptide, even if adduction occurs [36]. This is consistent with results where we reanalyzed the microsomal samples using SIM to specifically detect modified peptides from the tryptic digests based on [M + H]+ identified from our synthetic incubations. These experiments detected only three epoxide-modified peptides in the two model proteins. Although we were only able to detect a few selected ions, the results are consistent with earlier work from other investigators in which they were either unable to detect modified peptides in vivo [37] or could do so only with agents generating very high levels of protein adduct in vivo [5].

Nucleophilicity/electrophilicity as well as protein structure and conformation strongly influence whether an adduction occurs. Using mass spectrometric findings from these model systems, we now have a clearer idea of the target preferences by naphthalene reactive intermediates and future work will focus on utilizing these established MS/MS patterns in a method akin to multiple reaction monitoring mass spectrometry (MRM–MS) [38,39] to investigate precursor ions and product ions for analytes of interest in vivo. In summary, the potential downstream effects following a toxicant exposure may be dependent not only on the metabolites available and the stoichiometric amounts of those intermediates, but also on which proteins and where on the sequence they adduct.
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